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About This Game

You're back home after a few years of traveling. When you walked into your apartment, memories came flooding back to you.
Many questions require answers. You start to wonder what's wrong with your life, but suddenly notice a fly in the house.

Everything else is forgotten and replaced with one burning desire - kill the fly!

Hunt for the fly and destroy your apartment.

Hunt for the fly and don't destroy your apartment.

Forget the damn fly and simply destroy everything!!

Pick up objects, crash them and smash them. Earn points, collect ranks, search hidden objects and find the answers and reveal
unexpected mysteries.

Shooting people and alien creatures is easy. A first person shooter targeting a pesky fly is the test of a real gamer!

Main features:

Pass 3 Levels with different type of interior each of which you can to destroy.

Collect ranks, make combos and earn points.
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Search for hidden objects.

Play in various game modes with different types of lighting.
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Title: Fly in the House
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Mykhail Konokh
Publisher:
Mykhail Konokh
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 2.4 GHz or Better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GT (512 MB memory) or equivalent discrete card (integrated cards may not work),
resolution not more than 1280x720.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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The game of my childhood, i tottaly enjoy it playing.Much love and Good Game.. The game's pretty fun and addictive. I'd love
to see bigger variety in locations and equipment, but as I understand, the devs are likely no longer working on it. As it stands, it's
worth a couple of goes per day.. One of the best puzzle of decaying logic. It's just a pity that half of achievements can be
obtained only if you solve puzzles without any help.. Great game with many ways to play. Story is captivating but the ending is
abrupt.. really fun and simple. First of, I backed this software on kickstarter and could use every previous version of this
program and I have several hundred hours of experience with it.

This tool gives you everything you need to make professional looking and working animations out of a bunch of body parts (you
can use the Essentials pack or make your very own)
The limits of this software are purely your skills and understandings of what you are doing. However, a child could animate with
it and with some instruction it would still look awesome.

The overlay is very intuitive, even if you have no clue about animations. The sample animations tell you everything you need to
know. And if you still got problems, there are a LOT of official instruction videos. They come in handy with things like image
swapping and other PRO tools, which are not so clear.

The support is absolutely awesome. I had some compatibility problems in the very beginning and Lucid himself helped me to
solve them. In fact, he was working so hard on this program that he got sick for some time. The people behind this tool are very
dedicated and know, what they are doing. If you got a problem, they will solve it right away!

The only function I really miss here, are flexible images. Animations like in Rayman Origins, where a single image can be bent
and used for a complex animation, you must work with segments here.

But Spriter can not only make sprites, it offers an upcoming API, you can use in... about everything. Construct2, Unity2D etc.
You can even implement it to your own engine. You get practically get rid of all the work with sprites, which can be really
annoying, if you want to add animations or change something like the size of whatever you create.

It even has some extra features like converting the animation to a .gif
But this feature lacks of a functional speed regulator.

I recommend this software to anyone interested in animating. No matter if big things or small ones. With your children, for
work, for your own game or for fun. You can't choose better. It is fast, easy and efficient.

A free version without the PRO features is also available on their website. But I strongly recommend the PRO version anyway.

Truly awesome and the best program I ever worked with on animations (I am still just a hobby artist)

All in all, this program gets 9.8 out of 10 points from me.. It's a good game for Early Access IMO.
The support is great, quick to respond and also come back to you with answers when you ask.
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I like
The number of zombies around and how they have their own personalities and strengths.
The way you can swing double action forward and back across their face.
The way ranged weapons show you where they will hit.
How you can survive and lower infection, that element is excellent.
The crafting and upgrade system.

I dislike
On mulitplayer maps seems all the shelters are already occupied so hard to get a shelter.
That you can't drive cars however that is comming later on in the development.

Overall I recommend it, I have a lot of fun playing so far.

Cheers. The End is Nigh provides backstory for both the Watchmen comic book and movie. I do recommend you to play it.

 Pros: 
+ Controller support.
+ Cool graphic quality
+ Original voice actors
+ Beautiful locations and noire atmosphere, so it brings a strong feeling of loneliness and depravity.
+ Lockpicking minigames.
+ Good imitation of Dave Gibbons' art style.
+ Well done animation of the combos and counter attacks.
+ Haven't seen any bugs.
+ Dialogues between Rorschach and Nite Owl.
+ Short length.
+ Interactive environment.

 Cons: 
- Stupid and copy-pasted enemies. But i think it doesn't really matter in beat' em up games.
- Weird Nite Owl's AI behavior. He cannot protect himself or do something against other bots. Thanks God, he's immortal.
- A little bit repetitive ''press X + RB to win'' gameplay.
- Small amount of abilities.
- Weak storyline. I expected more from such an interesting partnership mentioned in the comics.
- Final boss - Underboss. He's ridiculously powerful and has a big health bar. Guess, this mighty guy can defeat Thanos(even
with his Infinity Gauntlet) in a matter of seconds.
- Collectible cards. It raising rage/charge meter level, but not health.
- You can't buy Part 1 or Part 2 separately, only the whole bundle.
-  Local co-op only, it doesn't have online multiplayer. So think twice before you buy.
- No more games of Watchmen universe. Unfair, because it deserves same glory as Batman series.

 10 broken fingers of 10 . For the artistic, AND the autistic!
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I tend to have a love for games that are or have scenes that are quiet and contemplative where you just hang around and interact
with the cast to learn more about them and\/or explore and interact with things that has the protag reminisce about things and\/or
flesh out the characters and world as well. For example the home base stuff in the new Wolfensteins, a good chunk of Life is
Strange, the hubs in Shadowruns Dragonfall and Hong Kong, and the last level of the PS2 horror game Rule of Rose. Lulls in
the action like that can really lend themselves to nice character moments and really immerse me in the setting.

Gray Skies, Dark Waters is just a whole game of those types of scenes, it's a somber, meditative game about a family dealing
with the loss of a loved one under mysterious circumstances. The Garett family live in the fictional Virginian town of Avett's
Landing on the Chesapeake. Their lives are irrevocably changed when the mother, Vivian, mysteriously disappears. The game
begins a year after the event and you play as the eldest sibling, Lina. Lina is still trying to search for answers, though it's up to
the player to decide what Lina thinks what happened and how avid she is in her search. She has been looking out for her
younger two sisters and brother, the moody Violet, the outgoing Merle, and the bookish Gus in the interim as her father did not
take the disappearance very well and has become more distant to his children as he retreats into his work. As Lina search brings
her to a possible explanation the player will have to decide whether it\u2019s mundane or possibly something more\u2026

The gameplay is mainly dialogue choices and exploration. There technically is an inventory system but you only really use it to
open new dialogue with Lina's family. The dialogue choices you make do indeed matter and you can get wildly different
endings depending on how you played Lina, i.e. I played her as mostly convinced that her mom was dead and she supported her
siblings through it all but you can a get a tonally different ending than mine. The game gives you a to do list of main objectives
as well as sidequests essentially, which are usually finding an item and talking to Lina\u2019s family about it. The starting area
is the Garett House, but the game will also take you to a forest park and a beach walkway.

The game\u2019s environmental art and soundtrack are quite good, really setting the game\u2019s melancholy tone. Now there
are some rough aspects that show its very modest budget, namely the character models and VA recording quality. The character
models don\u2019t look too hot, like something out of a budget Euro adventure game from the 2000\u2019s, though
you\u2019ll only really get a good look at Lina or Gus because I think Green Willow know the models looked jank because the
perspective when talking with Violet and Merle is more zoomed out. The voice actors actually do good work, it\u2019s just that
its clear they didn\u2019t have the best recording setup as volume can tend to fluctuate and they added an echo effect to all of
Lina\u2019s thoughts which can be a bit grating.

The game\u2019s writing succeeds at being affectively pensive, bittersweet, and forlorn. Lina\u2019s got a lot of things to say
about her family, her house, and the town around her and it really builds a strong picture of the cast. The game\u2019s plot
isn\u2019t some big bombastic adventure even though there may be some supernatural elements if you allow it, it\u2019s a
character piece all about coping with loss and trying to move on with life. Green Willow listed Gone Home and Kentucky Route
Zero as inspirations and it definitely shares some of their heart. Overall with its writing and atmosphere Gray Skies, Dark Water
has an elegiac beauty to it.

Gray Skies, Dark Waters may be unpolished in some ways but ultimately it still shines and it\u2019s definitely a strong start for
a team that didn\u2019t have all that much experience making games beforehand. (Biggest example being is that it was made in
Unity Personal) It\u2019s a quiet and unassuming game and that\u2019s probably one of the reasons it got utterly ignored in a
year with so many rockstar titles. Give it a chance, it might just stick with you too.
. I'm not a fan of PvP, too many a-holes play PvP. While this game has its fun moments, it has no tutorial or instructions,
nothing is labeled so you know what it does, and the matchmaking is utter garbage. The game has potential, but at this stage it is
just too unfinished or unpolished to really say if this is worth it or not for the long run. I got this game for free to review it, and
I'll make a video about it, but it is painful to play off camera, it'll probably be the same on camera.. Recommended (PopCap
bundle).. A pretty fun, yet challenging game.. i've been bambozzeled ♥♥♥♥ed and down right violated by this game so far. I
know it's a puzzle game but some of the logic and ways to get through different parts of the game is just nonsensical. Maybe I'm
just dumb. That's probably it actually.

Downtown Casino Poker Leagues : Texas Hold'em Poker Tournaments Cosplay Convention Crisis Tiny Love Lucy Got
Problems Attack of the Giant Mutant Lizard Added Korean and Portuguese:
Thanks to the work of two translators, I was able to add translations for Portuguese and Korean.

Some of the text might look weird though, because the font I'm using doesn't have all the characters used for Portuguese. Oh
well.
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Anyway... If you notice any mistakes, or can provide additional translations or suggestions on improving the current text, feel
free to email me at support@medicatedgames.com.. Localization: Help Me Translate!:

Help Me Translate!. Hammer Throw Improvents:
I made two improvements to make using the "hammer throw" ability a little easier.

I added an alternative way of performing the move. Instead of moving the mouse in circles, you can rapidly press left and right
(or 'A' and 'D') repeatedly a few times until the character starts to spin. This may be easier for some people.

I also added a projectile path display to help with aiming. It's a little imprecise, mainly because the character is spinning so
timing can also affect the throw.
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